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SCENE ONE:INTRODUCTION
coloured screen voice over narration begins
NARRATOR
Hello and welcome to this
instructional video on How to
handle a situation with a blue
light vehicle.
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SCENE TWO: FREAK OUT TRIANGLE
BIRDS EYE VIEW
open to triangle in car being approached by blue lights then
panicking in car.
NARRATOR
Its common for people to panic or
freak out in situations like these.
It’s important to remain calm and
to take simple actions. Here are
some of the basics:
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SCENE THREE: SQUARE GETS RUN OVER
BIRDS EYE VIEW
we see a car on the side of the road and a ambulance pulls
up behind him there is a small pause and the ambulance over
takes him quickly.
NARRATOR
When an emergency vehicle is
approaching behind you, keep at the
speed limit. They will overtake
when it is safe
CUT SCENE
scene resets we see the same car again being approached by
blue lights this time the driver panics and drives onto the
kerb landing on a pedestrian (square man)
NARRATOR
however if you try to make more
space then needed you’ll find
yourself closer to pedestrians than
planned.

(CONTINUED)

CONTINUED:

2.

SQUARE MAN
[distant screaming]
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SCENE FOUR:BREAK PILE UP
SIDE VIEW
a car is driving on the road and we hear sirens in the
distance. As the car continues driving at speed limit the
ambulance drives past with ease.
NARRATOR
When you notice the blue light
driver its better to continue at
speed limit and let them over take
you.
CUT SCENE
same car is driving on the road and when the sirens approach
they emergency stop the vehicle causing a pile up.
NARRATOR
please avoid harsh breaks otherwise
you may encounter a too close for
comfort interaction with your air
bag.
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SCENE FIVE: BUS LANE EXTRAVAGANZA
TOP VIEW
NARRATOR
Just because the bus lane is empty
you shouldn’t enter it, even if an
emergency vehicle is present.
CUT SCENE
Car pulls into a bus lane. B.L.V passes car
SIDE VIEW
Driver smiles to self. Policeman turns up, knocks on window.
NARRATOR
Though you may not see anything
inherently wrong with entering a
bus lane. It’s still illegal.

3.
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SCENE SIX: BROW OF HILL
[Insert View]
Car drives up hill with an emergency vehicle following
behind. As the two vehicles verge onto the brow of the hill,
the emergency vehicle overtakes when it’s safe to do so
NARRATOR
If you find yourself on a hill with
an emergency vehicle behind you,
continue at the speed limit they
will overtake when it’s safe to do
so.
CUT SCENE
[Insert View]
Same scene but the car starts slow down, edging the E.V. to
overtake.
NARRATOR
However do not try to edge the
Emergency vehicle to overtake.
E.V. driver then sighs as a school bus full of orphaned
children holding puppy’s goes by.
NARRATOR
There’s not only you on the road
you know.
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SCENE SEVEN: CONCLUSION
Colour screen with "In collaboration with Nottinghamshire
Fire and Rescue Services
Find out more:
Thanks to:
FADE OUT
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END CREDIT SCENE
Night setting. Square man is still stuck under car. Lets out
faint sigh/moan pulls out pillow and bear then goes to
sleep.
End scene

